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Committee on East Asian Libraries
For the
FIRST TIME
brought to you by
Ch'eng Wen Publishing Co., Ltd.
Chinese Materials Center, Inc.

- 200 volumes.
- 344 titles—
  168 surveys &
  176 reports.
- a collection of surveys and field studies, compiled by the Graduate School of Land Economics (地政學院) Central Political Institute (中央政治學校) (now National Chengchi University 國立政治大學), under the direction of Dr. Tseng Hsiao 蕭鋒, director of the Graduate School of Land Economics.
- this materials contain basic data on a period of modern China that is still too little understood. Today, the research problem is compounded by the fact that too much of the raw data is housed on the mainland in Communist hands. But from these field studies, scholars can obtain firsthand information on the economic, social, and political life of the 1930s.
- List price US$4,484.00

* Please forward orders and enquiries to:

Larry C. Huang, Publisher 黃成助
Ch'eng Wen Publishing Co., Ltd. 成文出版社有限公司
P.O. Box 22605, Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C.
NEW PUBLICATIONS

STUDIES IN EAST ASIAN LIBRARIANSHIP

A new series of studies devoted to special topics in the fields of Far East bibliography and the history of Chinese bookmaking. The first three titles in this series, with an introduction by T. H. Tsien, are in press.

Chinese Traditional Bookbinding: A Study of its Evolution and Techniques
Edward Martinique
ISBN 0-89644-596-8 $19.00

A discussion of the evolution of the binding techniques and format of the Chinese book from the introduction of the flat sheet in the T'ang dynasty to the classic stitched binding, the most successful method ever devised for the preservation of printed texts. Illustrated.

The Imperial Printing of Early Ch'ing China, 1644-1805
Shiow-ju Lu Shaw
ISBN 0-89644-621-2 $17.00

Preservation and production of books under imperial auspices in the early Ch'ing dynasty.

Technical and Cultural Prerequisites for the Invention of Printing in China and the West
Constance Miller
ISBN 0-89644-620-0 $12.00

A new perspective on the factors which influenced the disparate development of printing processes in China and Europe.

IN PREPARATION

Censorship in Ming and Ch'ing China. Tai-loi Ma
China as Illustrated in European Books, 1705-1810. Marilyn Held
The Commercial Press and Modern Chinese Publishing. Florence Chien

Also Available:

Who's Who in China 1918-1950, with an Index
ISBN 0-89644-626-3 3 vol. set $130.00

The original nine volumes and supplements are here reissued with an index compiled by Jerome Cavanaugh.

Books on China, 1980: A Cumulative List with Descriptions of Original and Reprinted Western-Language Titles Available from Taiwan
ISBN 0-89644-629-8 PB $6.00

The most complete catalog available of books in print.

CMC provides complete monthly booklists of new Chinese and English language books from Taiwan and publishes a variety of bibliographic and research aids in the East Asian field.
Chinese

A three part series of books which surveys the complex shifts in language usage since 1949 in China.

Part One: Vocabulary Change
Part Two: Syntactical Change
Part Three: Phonological Change

(Each part available on its own)

Compiled by David Collier. A dictionary of over 11,000 terms drawn from the rich heritage of the modern, colloquial literature of China. Traditional characters, Pinyin romanization. Arrangement is by radical/stroke. $10.00

Spoken

Introduction to Chinese Pronunciation and the Pinyin Romanization

Hugh M. Stimson. Introduces the sounds of standard Mandarin to the beginning student. $2.00

Spoken Standard Chinese Volume One

Spoken Standard Chinese Volume Two

A new text for elementary Chinese in pinyin romanization. $8.75

Spoken Standard Chinese Volume Three

A comprehensive series of practical studies of vocabulary and grammar as presented in Beginning Chinese Reader (Defrancis) ($10.00)

Reading

Pronunciation Exercises for Beginning Chinese (T)

James Liang. A set of practical exercises designed to introduce the beginning student to the sounds of modern Mandarin. Pinyin romanization. $2.00

Reading

Pauline Chang, James Landers and Margaret Spencer

Part One: Structure Points and Word Studies
Part Two: Exercises

A comprehensive series of practical studies of vocabulary and grammar as presented in Beginning Chinese Reader (Defrancis) ($10.00)

All orders and correspondence should be sent to:
Far Eastern Publications
Yale University
Box 2505 A, Yale Station
340 Edwards St.
New Haven, Conn. 06520
This long awaited series, entitled The Grotto Art of China (cave temples of China), will be published by the joint efforts of Wenwu publishers, the publishing department of China's Cultural Activities Bureau, and a Japanese publisher widely known for its outstanding books on Asian arts. A comprehensive survey introducing the grotto art of China, the series is planned in some 20 volumes and contains the most up-to-date research by scholars from both China and Japan, illustrated with superb colour plates.

Complete listing of the series:

THE MOGAO GROTTOS OF DUNHUANG 5 vols.
THE YULIN GROTTOS OF ANXI 1 vol.
THE BINGLING TEMPLE GROTTOS 1 vol.
THE BUDDHA CAVES OF QYZIL 2 vols.
THE BUDDHA CAVES OF KUMTURA 1 vol.
THE YUNGGANG GROTTOS 2 vols.
THE LONGMEN GROTTOS 2 vols.
and other volumes including the GONGXIANG GROTTOS

THE MOGAO GROTTOS OF DUNHUANG

This is the first part to be published in 5 volumes and can be considered as a single series, to be completed by the end of 1982. The five volumes are arranged chronologically:

Vol. 1 Northern Dynasties
Vol. 2 Sui
Vol. 3 Tang I
Vol. 4 Tang II
Vol. 5 Five Dynasties and Northern Song

Already published and available is vol. 1, with contents:


Cloth, slip case. 21 x 30 cm. £ 70.-

Vol. 2 is to be published in May, 1981, and will be supplied to all buyers of vol. 1.

**************

We shall be pleased to send our catalogues and lists of new, second-hand & out-of-print books on subjects relating to the Far East, upon request.

HAN-SHAN TANG LTD
661 FULHAM ROAD,
LONDON SW6 5PZ, U.K.
Warlords, Artists, and Commoners
JAPAN IN THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY
George Elison and Bardwell L. Smith, editors

Some of the leading American and Canadian scholars of Japan focus on a fascinating century. John Whitney Hall gives an account of the momentous institutional changes which were the sixteenth century's legacy to Japan. V. Dixon Morris discusses the meaning of urban autonomy in the late medieval Japanese context, using the city of Sakai as his model. George Elison devotes one essay to outlining the patterns of Momoyama history, focusing on the dramatic part played by the first of the period's 'Three Heroes,' Oda Nobunaga; and he treats the case of another of the 'Great Unifiers,' Toyotomi Hideyoshi, in a second essay, which concentrates on the aristocratization of that spectacular parvenu. Carolyn Wheelwright visualizes the lost paintings which Kano Eitoku, who transformed Japanese pictorial style, produced for Nobunaga's residential castle at Azuchi. Donald Keene portrays a poet, Sotomura Jōba, who made a career in times of strife. Frank Hoff traces the paradoxical coordinates of city and country in popular songs and the performing arts. William P. Malm writes about the musical activities which reflected and contributed to the dynamic nature of the Momoyama period. H. Paul Varley investigates the culture of the tea ceremony, that aesthetic ritual peculiar to the Japanese, from its origins to its sixteenth-century elaboration. The volume concludes with a bibliographical essay by Bardwell L. Smith.

George Elison completed the Ph.D. in history and Far Eastern languages at Harvard University. He teaches Japanese history, literature, and language at Indiana University. Bardwell L. Smith is the John W. Nason Professor of Asian Studies at Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota. He did his undergraduate and graduate studies at Yale, and was a member of the Yale University Council from 1969 to 1974.

ISBN 0-8248-0692-1, March
384 pages, illustrations, $20.00

Political Change and the Economic Future of East Asia
Robert B. Hewett, editor

This collection of views and assessments by prominent scholars, business economists, and diplomats from the United States and Asia is edited from papers discussed in seminars sponsored by the Honolulu-based Pacific Forum in Hong Kong; South Korea, and Hawaii.

Robert B. Hewett is corporation secretary and special assistant to the president of the East West Center.

Distributed for Pacific Forum
ISBN 0-8248-0750-2, February
ca. 208 pages, paperback $10.00

Asian Socioeconomic Development
A NATIONAL ACCOUNTS APPROACH
Kazushi Ohkawa and Bernard Key, editors

Economists and statisticians from seven Asian countries discuss the use of national accounts in the developing world, concentrating on three major areas of concern. The first is the application of the national accounts framework to developing countries. Several characteristics of developing economies distinguish them from those of the developed countries for which the accounts were originally devised, and necessitate adjustments and modifications. A second area of emphasis is the quantification of social development and the integration of the resultant statistical data into a coherent system. The third major topic is the measurement and analysis of income distribution.

Kazushi Ohkawa is emeritus professor of economics at Hitotsubashi University and research and training director of the International Development Center of Japan (IDCJ). Bernard Key, formerly professor of Japanese studies at the University of Western Australia, Perth, and senior economist at the IDCJ, is currently senior project director at ASI Market Research (Japan), Inc.

326 pages, $27.50 (for sale in the Western hemisphere)

Ethnic Groups and Social Change in a Chinese Market Town
C. Fred Blake

This study focuses on how a number of regional and speech groups, including Hakka, Cantonese, and Hokkien, interact when they come into contact in a particular social setting. The author spent nearly two years living in the market town of Sai Kung in the Hong Kong New Territories, visiting the surrounding village and boat communities, interviewing people and observing their interpersonal behavior and collective activities. He attempts to show that these groups are all equally Chinese and that they constitute ethnic identities which people use to organize and to reorganize social relations in the process of adapting to a changing environment.

C. Fred Blake is an assistant professor of anthropology at the University of Hawaii at Manoa.

Asian Studies at Hawaii, No. 27
ISBN 0-8248-0720-0, March
ca. 200 pages, paperback $10.50
Leader in the Export of Japanese Culture

Since its foundations, a supplier of publications on Japan and Japanese culture to educational and research institutions all over the world, this company today enjoys such great trust from leading American colleges and universities that we receive blanket orders from these and many other important organizations.

We serve the world to supply its needs for publications produced in Japan: periodicals, books, anything in print.

Try us. Japan's oldest, largest exporters of publications. Our wealth of experience is your assurance of satisfactory service.

JAPAN PUBLICATIONS TRADING CO., LTD

PRINCIPAL FIELDS OF ACTIVITY

Exporting-importing publications
Bookmaking and publishing

Exporting-importing sundry goods
Publishing authorized reprints

日本出版貿易株式会社

JAPAN PUBLICATIONS TRADING CO., LTD.

P.O. Box 5030 Tokyo International, Tokyo, Japan
Soviet Policy in Asia—
Expansion or Accommodation?
Sung-jo Han editor

The emergence of the Soviet Union as the foremost military power in East Asia and its expansionist policy manifested in several parts of the world since the mid-1970s raise questions which require careful examination and thorough discussion.

In this provocative volume, thirteen distinguished scholars—namely, Robert A. Scalapino, Harry Gelman, Byung-joon Ahn, Paul F. Langer, Richard H. Solomon, Dimitri K. Simes, Herbert S. Levine, Robert W. Campbell, Key-whan Kim, In-ho Lee, Chang-yoon Choi, Sung-jo Han, and Coit Dennis Blacker—analyze the goals and capabilities of the Soviet Union in its policy toward the world and Asia, and define the nature of the Soviet challenge in the area.

386 pages. 15 x 22.5 cm. paperback. $12.50

Syngman Rhee and
American Involvement in Korea: 1942-1960
— A Personal Narrative
By Robert T. Oliver

For two decades, during the painful birth pangs of the Republic of Korea, then during the Korean War and the contorted Panmunjom Truce negotiations, at the 1954 Geneva Conference, and during the hopeful but ill-fated efforts to rehabilitate the war-ravaged nation into “the showplace of democracy in the Far East,” Dr. Oliver was at once President Rhee’s close friend and confidant and his confidential advisor on international relations.

It is from this background, and drawing upon the unpublished and hitherto inaccessible body of their private correspondence and intimate journals, that Dr. Oliver has composed this frank and detailed narrative.

518 pages. 15 x 23.5 cm. $16.50

To Dear Readers:

Known affectionately in Korea as Bomb-Mun-Sa, Panmun Book Company has been an importer of English language materials for Korean readers and an exporter of Korean language materials for overseas academicians and librarians for over two decades.

We solicit your inquiries on written materials published in Korea. Our export department handles all current books, periodicals and monographs as well as non-priced publications.

Besides, our publishing division devotes itself to subjects concerning modern and ancient Korea in the English language. The two titles listed above manifest our intention.

For any inquiries regarding your manuscript, please contact our editorial advisor, Professor Edward Wagner, Harvard University, 2 Divinity Avenue, Cambridge, Mass. 02138. Thank you!

Panmun Book Company, Ltd., C.P.O. Box 1016, Seoul, Korea
We are dealers in Chinese publications. If you need any Chinese new books, rare old books or periodicals, please do not hesitate to write us.

Our catalogues which are printed regularly will be sent to readers if required.

We are also the blanket order dealers of the Library of Congress for China and Hong Kong publications.

經售中文圖書，絕版書籍及各類報刊。常備新書目錄，函索即奉。

美國國會圖書館之中國及香港地區書刊亦係由本公司承辦。
Shang Civilization
Kwang-chih Chang

From the most up-to-date archaeological and textual records available, K. C. Chang reconstructs the culture of one of the most politically powerful and artistically notable civilizations of the ancient world. Chang treats extensively such topics as the state government of the Shang dynasty; its economic, kingship-clan, and lineage systems; the social context of its art and religion; and the significance of the Shang in the ancient world and in evolutionary perspective.

"The independent origins of Chinese civilization remain a fascinating topic, and there is no better guide to the subject than Chang."
—Library Journal

Money and Banking in Contemporary Japan
The Theoretical Setting and Its Application
Yoshio Suzuki
translated by John G. Greenwood with a foreword by James Tobin and Hugh Patrick

The translation into English of this prize-winning Japanese book is a major contribution to our understanding of Japanese financial institutions and monetary policy. Suzuki applies the theoretical framework developed by James Tobin and William Brainard to the actual circumstances of Japan and finds that the Tobin-Brainard model conforms well to the Japanese data; that is, Japan responds to income and price signals in much the same way other market-oriented economies do.

Traces of the Brush
Studies in Chinese Calligraphy
Shen C. Y. Fu in collaboration with Marilyn W. Fu, Mary G. Neill, and Mary Jane Clark

Calligraphy in China has been traditionally considered the epitome of artistic accomplishment, superior even to painting. Drawing upon ninety major examples from Western collections, this beautifully illustrated book broadens the historical and aesthetic context in which calligraphy has been viewed outside China and captures the elegance and beauty of this exquisite art form.

Yale
Yale University Press
New Haven and London